VIRTUAL OFFERINGS OF THE FORTNIGHT

**ASPIRE Bistro for PhD Students: Preparing to Mentor**  
*Featuring Kathy Gould, PhD, and Beth Bowman, PhD*  
Wednesday, June 10 • 2:00pm • VIRTUAL  
Please register to get Zoom log-in details.

**ASPIRE Job Search Series: Informational Interviewing**  
*Featuring Kate Stuart, Assistant Director, ASPIRE Program*  
Wednesday, June 17 • 2:00pm • VIRTUAL  
Please register to get Zoom log-in details.

**CV/Resume Drop-in Clinic** and **Individual Appointments** have moved online!

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Did you enjoy the virtual 2020 ASPIRE Career Symposium on May 29? Would you like to join the **2021 ASPIRE Symposium Committee**? Email kate.stuart@vanderbilt.edu for more details and how to participate.

The NIH has extended course dates and registration for the 2019-20 **Introduction to the Principles and Practice of Clinical Research (IPPCR)** course so the ASPIRE Program is reopening applications! Please see the course information [linked](#) and be sure to register with us and the NIH.

This summer, the **Vanderbilt Writing Studio** will offer weekly writing groups for graduate/postdoc writers. Also, the Writing Studio is piloting a new writing workshop group option for graduate and postdoc writers who are interested in a more feedback-oriented writing group experience. If there is sufficient interest, workshop groups will allow advanced writers to obtain
weekly feedback on their writing projects from other group members over the course of the 8-week program. Learn more.

**So...how do we network now?** Check out this podcast: [Hello Monday with Jessi Hempel](https://example.com). Entrepreneur and LinkedIn co-founder Reid Hoffman joins Jessi to help her and the Hello Monday audience make sense of virtual networking. He offers tangible, actionable tips for how we can all be better at it, right now.

This summer, Postdoc Academy will be hosting an online course called “Succeeding as a Postdoc,” beginning June 22. This 5-week course will help postdocs create a rewarding experience that will launch them into their chosen career path.

Interested in a research career in government? The [National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine](https://www.nasonline.org) sponsors awards for postdoctoral and senior researchers at participating federal laboratories and affiliated institutions. The current deadline opened June 1 and closes August 1.

The [National Cancer Institute (NCI) Cancer Prevention Fellowship Program](https://www.cancer.gov) (CPFP) is now accepting applications for [Cancer Prevention Fellows](https://www.cancer.gov/ftp/cpfp/fellowships). This unique postdoctoral training opportunity is perfect for scientists and clinicians with an interest in cancer prevention.

**The ASPIRE Team is still here... virtually of course!** If you need a CV/Resume review or an individual appointment, the ASPIRE team is here for you. Complete this form and someone will be in touch very shortly. We can help you navigate career decisions or review your CV, resume, cover letter, biosketch, or LinkedIn profile. Let us know!

**EVENTS**

**CV/Resume Drop-in Clinic** and **Individual Appointments** have moved online!

**ASPIRE Bistro for PhD Students: Preparing to Mentor**
**VIRTUAL**
*Featuring Kathy Gould, PhD, and Beth Bowman, PhD*
Wednesday, June 10
2:00pm
Please register to get Zoom log-in details.
ASPIRE Job Search Series: Informational Interviewing
VIRTUAL
Featuring Kate Stuart, Assistant Director, BRET Office of Career Development ASPIRE Program
Wednesday, June 17
2:00pm
Please register to get Zoom log-in details.

Save the Date! Rescheduled! Workshop for Postdocs with Carl Cohen
September 22, 2020
The BRET Office of Career Development ASPIRE Program has invited Dr. Carl M. Cohen to return to campus and offer a workshop just for postdocs! Two workshops will be offered: "Difficult Conversations and Interactions in the Research Workplace: Fundamentals of Negotiation" and "Leading Scientific Team and Project Meetings."
Sign up for more information and registration notifications.

OTHER EVENTS

UCC + BCC + SCSJI Student Community Check-in
Wednesday, June 10
12:00 p.m.
Zoom log-in and password
The University Counseling Center, in partnership with the Black Cultural Center (BCC) and the Student Center for Social Justice and Identity (SCSJI), has organized a Student Community Check-in.

The Oak Ridge Postdoctoral Association 8th Annual Postdoctoral Association Research Symposium
July 21-22

DEADLINES
CDC’s Laboratory Leadership Service (LLS) Fellowship Program
Deadline: June 28

Giovanni Armenise Harvard Foundation Career Development Award
Deadline: July 15

National Academies Senior Researcher and Postdoctoral Position Admission
Deadline
Deadline: August 1

National Cancer Institute (NCI) Cancer Prevention Fellowship Program (CPFP)
Deadline: August 17

CV/Resume Drop-In Clinic
is now virtual! Click for more details.

JOB OPPORTUNITIES

Follow us our job feed on Twitter! @VUBRETPhDJobs

If you would like to advertise an open job or postdoc position in the BRET Office of Career Development newsletter, please post the opportunity through our webform or contact Kate Stuart. We welcome submissions from faculty, alumni, postdocs, students, and the community.
Local Opportunities

Postdoctoral Fellow, Dr. Yan Lab, Pediatric Gastroenterology, VUMC, Nashville, TN

Lecturer, Introductory Biology and Anatomy & Physiology, Belmont University, Nashville, TN

Other Opportunities

Postdoctoral Fellow, In Vivo Molecular and Cellular Imaging, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD

Postdoctoral Fellow Position, Cell and Molecular Biology, John Hopkins University, St. Petersburg, FL

Postdoctoral Position, Cardiovascular Research, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA

Postdoctoral Fellow, Cancer Biology, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, OH

Postdoctoral Research Associate Position, Cancer Biology, School of Pharmacy, University Maryland Eastern Shore, MD

Postdoctoral Position, Stem Cell Biology and Neuroscience, University at Buffalo, NY

Science Writer, Alzheimer’s Disease Genetics, NOVA Research, Silver Spring, MD

Staff Scientist, Molecular Biology and Immunology National Institute on Aging, Intramural Research Program, Baltimore, MD

Staff Fellow/Visiting Associate: Pharmacology/Toxicology Reviewer, Food and Drug Administration, Center for Biologics Evaluation and Research, Silver Spring, MD

Director of Science Policy, International & American Associations For Dental Research, Alexandria, VA

Staff Scientist, Biologist, National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences, Division of Preclinical Innovation, Bethesda, MD

Associate Principal Scientist, Cell-based Potency Assay Development for Vaccines, Vaccines Analytical Research and Development Organization, Merck, West Point, PA

Senior Scientist, Cell-based Potency Assay Development for Vaccines, Analytical Research and Development Organization, Merck, West Point, PA

Writer-Editor, Center for Disease Control (CDC), Department of Health and Human Services, various locations

Clinical Research Associate and Remote Site Monitor roles, PPD